
The EMP project is an innovative and
unique software solution, which will
create a secure, multi-user, web-based
platform that helps the safe evacuation
of civilians from crisis areas.

EMP aims to improve collaborative
response, planning and training for non-
combatant evacuation operations (NEO). 

The project addresses the lack of on-line
training capabilities and insufficient links
between authorities and agencies when
it comes to cross-border multi-national
evacuation, relocation and repatriation
management.

EMP will enable responsible authorities
& agencies to train, prepare and
collaborate together, so  their personnel
will be better prepared to act effectively
and efficiently and more lives can be
saved.

What is EMP 

EMERGENCY PREPAREDNESS

AND CRISIS RESPONSE

The main objective of the EMP  is to
establish a centralized shared framework
of collaboration and coordination during
evacuation operations and at the same
time to facilitate interoperability with ‘at-
a-glance’ visualisation and integrate
situational awareness with real time
information.

FULL SCALE

SIMULATION TOOL

The second objective is to be used as a
full-scale simulation tool for training
purposes, improving the ability and the
performance of parties involved by
enhancing their capacity to plan proper
evacuation procedures and verifying
their effectiveness, being better
prepared for real operations.

"Using the platform ensures
efficient coordination and
cooperation among local,

national and international
authorities and agencies"



EVACUATION

MANAGEMENT

PLATFORM
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"Coordinate a cross-border
evacuation of civilians from
crisis areas & facilitate their
repatriation"

“Let’s change the way we Train,
Prepare and Collaborate to
evacuate civilians from crisis
areas worldwide"

www.ancile.tech

info@ancile.tech

#EMP

In times of emergency, people living
overseas must be evacuated, or
relocated from crisis areas and
repatriated at their home country. 

Governments or Organizations need to
better train, prepare and collaborate in
order to successfully conduct such
Evacuation Operations ensuring peoples
safety and security.

At present, traditional methods used
during exercises and even real
operations are out-dated and  not
practical, increasing response time,
complexity and exposure of civilians to
danger.


